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	Food is always a matter of interest, a means of providing energy, the raw material

	that builds and maintains our well-being, a defence against illness, a pleasure to

	consume when well prepared and presented, a basis for social interaction and

	enjoyment at home, in a restaurant, canteen or perhaps even hospital or school.

	Our ancient ancestors spent more than half of their waking hours searching for,

	gathering, hunting and preparing food.





	Clearly we have progressed. For example, television and magazines have large

	audiences eager for entertainment and instruction on methods of food preparation

	and presentation, of novelties, of variations on a theme, exotic and ethnic foods or

	perhaps the simple basics such as ensuring an egg is fresh, boiled, fried or poached

	to perfection. Yet, whoever we may be, we rely on a secure supply of food, and that

	is more or less taken for granted in richer countries. Consumers’ concerns are price,

	ease of acquisition and preparation, and quality as measured by preferences for

	colour, taste and consistency.





	By and large, all these are met for the majority of people in developed countries

	for most of the time. We live at a time of abundantly supplied shops, stores,

	supermarkets and fast food outlets. Supporting all of these is a supply chain, a

	series of links and inter-dependencies from farm to fork, from plough to plate. It is

	the behind-the-scenes production and preparation that delivers hour by hour, week

	by week, through almost seamless seasons, providing us with food at a price we

	like and in a place we want it. The food supply chain is a managed process, a combination

	of knowledge and skills, spanning electronics, biology and the social

	sciences of economics, human behaviour, psychology, and more. All are set in a

	legal framework of minimum standards and basic rules.





	The food supply chain embraces a wide range of disciplines. This book brings

	together the most important of them and aims to provide an understanding of the

	chain, to support those who manage parts of the chain and to enhance the development

	of research activities in the discipline. It will therefore be of interest to

	students, managers, researchers and policy decision-makers with an interest in food

	supply chain management.
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Molecular Typing in Bacterial Infections (Infectious Disease)Humana Press, 2012

	Molecular Typing in Bacterial Infections covers common bacterial pathogenic agents, with the most effective methods for their identification and classification in the light of their specific epidemiology. The book will be a valuable resource for molecular typing of infectious diseases agents encountered in both the research and...
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Algortithms for Compiler Design (Electrical and Computer Engineering Series)Charles River, 2002
A compiler translates a high-level language program into a functionally  equivalent low-level language program that can be understood and executed by the  computer. Crucial to any computer system, effective compiler design is also one  of the most complex areas of system development. Before any code for a modern  compiler is even written, many...
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I'm on Facebook--Now What???: How to Get Personal, Business, and Professional Value from FacebookHappy About, 2008
Facebook is one of the hottest websites in today's world, and is having a major impact on career and business. This book explains the different parts of Facebook and helps you understand how you can get the most out of your Facebook account. It helps you understand what you could or should do in Facebook to further your career, business, or job....
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Test Generation of Crosstalk Delay Faults in VLSI CircuitsSpringer, 2018

	
		This book describes a variety of test generation algorithms for testing crosstalk delay faults in VLSI circuits. It introduces readers to the various crosstalk effects and describes both deterministic and simulation-based methods for testing crosstalk delay faults. The book begins with a focus on currently available crosstalk delay...
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Human Heritage, Student EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	A storytelling approach that makes world history accessible for every student

	

	Human Heritage: A World History has a variety of features that enhance the easy-to-read text and eye-catching images. Invite students to explore the history of the world and its people with this unique middle school program.
...
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CCNA Security Official Exam Certification Guide  (Exam 640-553)Cisco Press, 2008
CCNA Security Official Exam Certification Guide is a best of breed Cisco® exam study guide that focuses specifically on the objectives for the CCNA® Security IINS exam. Senior security instructors Michael Watkins and Kevin Wallace share preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of...
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